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CHAPÏSR I
IHTHODUCTION
The Velerstrass Approximation Theorem states » ’’Let f 
be a continuous function on a cozqpact interval of H and with 
values in H. Then f can be uniformly approximated by poly­
nomials.” M. H. Stone generalized this theorem by placing 
less restriction on the range and domain of f, and also by 
showing f can be approximated by a family of functions which 
are not necessarily polynomials. Stone formulated his gen­
eralization, as he states, by answering the following ques­
tion, "What functions can be built from the functions of a 
prescribed family by the application of the algebraic op­
erations (addition, multiplication, and multiplication by 
real numbers) and uniform passages to the limit?”
Stone answers this question by beginning with a 
compact space I, and the family 31 of all continuous func­
tions on X. He selects a prescribed subfamily 3^ of , 
and determines what properties of the functions in 3P. are 
transmitted by the algebraic operations and uniform pas­
sages to the limit. For example, he showed that if all 
functions in X  had a value of zero at a point x in X, 
then every function generated from %  by the algebraic 
operations and uniform passages to the limit also had a
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
value of zero at the point x. By doing this he could de­
termine what prescribed subfamily is needed to generate all 
continuous functions over a contact domain.
If we apply Stone's generalized theorem to the pre­
scribed subfamily 3L , where %. contains the two functions 
fĵ (x) ■ 1 and f2(x) • x for all x in a compact Interval, 
then all the polynomials will be generated by the algebraic 
operations and all continuous functions will be generated 
when we apply uniform passage to the limit to the family of 
polynomials. From this, we can see that we can obtain the 
Velerstrass Theorem from Stone's generalized theorem. We 
can also see that from a very small prescribed subfamily a 
much more Inclusive family can be generated.
The second chapter of this paper will present the 
theorems and their proofs, that M. E. Stone used in gener­
alizing the Weierstrass Theorem. There will be two sec­
tions In this chapter. The first section will generalize 
the Weierstrass Theorem by using the algebraic operations, 
uniform passages to the limit, and the lattice operations 
of taking the maximum and minimum of two or more functions.
The second section will treat all continuous func­
tions on a compact set as a linear algebra with addition 
and multiplication as the ring operations and multiplica­
tion by real numbers as the scalar multiplication. This 
section will also deal with the characterization of closed
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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ideals.
Throughout the second chapter the following notation 
and definitions will be used.
Definition; Algebraic operations: addition, multi­
plication, and multiplication by real numbers.
Definition: Uniform passage to the limit: A se­
quence (f^) of functions on a subset D of to rf is said 
to converge uniformly on D to a function f if for every 
e > 0 there is a natural number H such that if n > K then 
If^(z) - f(x)l < c for all x in D.
Definition: Lattice operations: Taking the maxi­
mum and minimum of two or more functions. This will be de­
noted by,
f U g ■ max(f, g) and f n g ■ min(f, g). 
f U g and f n g will be the functions h and k respectively 
where
h(x) » max(fCx), g(x)) and k(x) - min(f(x), g(x)) for
all X.
Definition: Bounded function: A function f with
domain D is said to be bounded if there exists a natural 
number M such that if(x)l < H for all x in D.
Definition: Compact Space: A set X is said to be
compact if, whenever it is contained in the union of a col­
lection •  {G^} of open sets, then it is also contained in 
the union of some finite number of the sets in .
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Rotation:
X A compact space.
jt Family of all continuous functions on X
Prescribed subfamily of Ï  .
UL,( %) The family of functions generated from 9^ by the
algebraic operations. 
a(.i ( 3L) The family of functions generated from 3E# by the
lattice operations.
The family of functions generated from by
uniform passages to the limit.
The family of all functions generated from H,( 9L) 
by uniform passages to the limit.
^ ( 3 ^ )  The family of all functions generated from 3E# by
the algebraic operations, uniform passages to the
limit, and the lattice operations.
3L( X,y) The family of functions obtained by restricting 
every function in 3E, by suppresing all points in 
X except the two points x and y. That is 
3Ee(x, y) « C(f(x), f(y))lf e *3̂  }.
2,(x,y)* The closure of $.(x, y).
The following theorems must hold throughout the sec­
ond chapter and so they will be stated and proved here.
Theorem 1: If f is a continuous function on a com­
pact space X, then f is bounded on X.
Proof : Suppose f is not bounded on X, then for each
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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natural number n there exists a point x^ in X with 
!f(x^)l > n. Since X is bounded, the sequence (x^) is 
bounded, hence it follows from the Bolzano-Weierstrass 
Theorem that there is a subsequence of which converges
to an element x. Since e X for n e N, the point x be­
longs to the set X. Hence, f is continuous at x, so f is 
bounded by If(x)I + 1 on a neighborhood of x. This contra­
dicts the assumption that lf(x^)l > n; therefore f is 
bounded.
Theorem 2 : If f is a continuous function at a point
a, then IfI is also continuous at a.
Proof: f is continuous at a implies that for e > 0
there exist a 6 > 0 such that if Ix - a! < 6 , then 
lf(x) - f(a)l < e. B j the triangular inequality we have
II f(x)l - !f(a)!l <  lf(x) - f(a)l <  e.
Therefore IfI is continuous at a.
Theorem 3 : Let X be a compact space. Let Î be the
family of all continuous real functions defined on X. I-et 
2, be a prescribed subfamily of Ï  . Let be the family 
of functions generated from 9L by the algebraic operations 
and by uniform passages to the limit. Then U(^) «= Î  and
u ( u ( D )  .
Proof: First we will show Since the
elements of are algebraic combinations of functions
in , then must show that iff, g e and a e B, then
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
f + g, îg f  Bja.d a f are continuous. Since f  ani g belong n: 
then f and g are contiùuotiS. This implies that fer c > l 
there exists a and a &2 such that if la - x < 5 »
min(6^, Gp)* then ifCx) - fCa)f < e and IgCx) - gCa? < r
Therefore :
If(x) 4- g(x) - f(a) - g(a)l < îf(x) - f(a)! +
!g(x) - g(a)! < 2e and f + g is continuous.
Also, !f(x)g(x) - f(a)g(a)! » ! (f(x)g(x^ - f'x>gv'a'+
f(x)g(a) - f(a)gCa'i < 
!f(x)g(x) - f(x)g(a)l + !f(x)g(a) - fCa)g(a) = 
lf(x)llg(x) - g(a) + !g(a)llfCx) - f'a)
Since f is continuous on a compact space then f is bounded. 
Therefore, there exists a natural number K such that 
!f(x)l < K.
Therefore, if Ix - a! < 6 then !f(x)gCx) - f(a)g(a} <
K e + lg(a)!e and fg is continuous.
Also laf(x) - af(a)! = lailfCx) - f(a)! < la!s. Therefore, 
af is continuous. We must now show that if (f^) is a se­
quence of continuous functions which converge unifomlv 
a function f, then f is continuous. Since (f^) converges 
uniformly on X to f, then for e > 0 there exists a national 
number N such that if n < K then If^Cx) - f'x)i < c fcr all 
X in Ï. Since f„ is continuous then for e > 0 there exists 
a t > 0 such that if Ix - al < t then I f̂  Cx) - {a}' <' e.
Since a in X then If^(a) - f(a)l < e.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Therefore:
!f(x) - f(a)l < I ( x )  - fCx) l + lf*(x/ - {aZ + 
if„(a) - f(a)l<3£ and f is continuous.
Therefore, Ï .
To show UCKCl*)) « UC?,) is to show U C ĵ ) is clcsei 
under the algebraic operations and uniform passages to The 
limit.
Let f and g belong to U(3i)j then there exist sequences 
(fj,) and (g^) in LI, ( %) such that Cf^} — > f and Cg^' — > g
uniformly. This implies that for e > 0 there exists a
ntural number K such that if n > K, then Sf^'x; - f(x)! < : 
and Ig^(x) - g(x)l < e.
Therefore
!fnCx) + Sĵ Cx) - f(x) - gCx) ' < - fCxI T
*gĵ Cx) - g(x)! < 2e and Cf^ + g^) — > f + g which implies 
f + g is in UC J»).
Also lf^(x)g^(x) - f(x)g(x)I ■ !f^Cx)g^Cx) - f^Cxigvx' -
fj^(x)gCx) - f (x)gCx) i V 
!f^Cx)!!gnCx) - g(x)l + IgCx;i'f^vXy - fix)! < 2X : 
since f^ and g as continuous functions on the compact s^sre 
Z are abounded by some natural number K. Therefore,
(f^g^) — >fg which implies fg is in LI ( 3*).
Also !af^(x) - afCx)! = la!lf_(x) - f'x'i < as. There-21 S.
fore, aCf^) — >af which implies af is in
Let f be a function such that there exist a sequence
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
in sucn that imifonaly. This implies that
for e > 0 there exist a natural number F such that if r. > 1\
then !f_(x) - f(x)l < e for all x in X. Let Cf„ ) be a n
subsequence of Cf_) such that ! f_ (x) - f(x)’ < -4%!- for ea:n -- n^.............. 2*+-
k. Since is in tCC for each k, there exist a sequence
(gy^) in lAiC J,) such that (gy^) — » f^ uniformly. Lei
(gy^ ) be a subsequence of (gy^) such that
j
! gy^ (x) - f (x)l < — for each j. Select a subsequence
'®km " f(x)l < ! g^^(x) - f^(x) I * !f^(x) - fCx) <
1 . 1 _ 1 ^ 7 1  + p + T  p
and by choosing k large enough, is less than any given
2*
e > 0.
Therefore f is in "L(,( 9L).
This completes the proof of the theorem.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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and f n g are continuous. Therefore ^  ( %)  c $  .
Let f and g belong to JC ( &). We need to show that f U g 
and f n g belong to (.( %»). Since f and g belong to 
there exist sequences of functions (f^) and (g^) in 
such that (fj,) — > f and (g^) — >g uniformly. This implies 
that for e > 0 there exists a natural number N such that 
if n > K, then If^ - fl < e and lg% - gl < E for all x in 
X . Therefore
If U g - f^ U g^l . Il/2(f + g + If - gl) -
i/2(r„ +
< l/2(If-f^l + l(g - 5^1 + If - gl - If^ - g^ll)
< l/2(lf - f^l + Ig - ĝ l + If - f^l + Ig-gj^l)
« If - f^l + Ig - ĝ l < 2e and (f^ U ĝ )̂ — > f U g which 
implies f U g is in ôt(^). %  a similar method f 0 g is
in ^ ( 9̂ ). B j  similar method we can show S(.Cjo) is closed 
under the algebraic operations. Therefore (_( (  ( % )  ) »
The following theorem determines what functions be­
long to (( $ 0  ̂.
Theorem Let X be a compact space, 3 the family 
of all continuous (necessarily bounded) real functions on 
X, X  sn arbitrary subfamily of 3  » and cC.(ĵ ) the family 
of all functions (necessarily continuous) generated from 
3 * by the lattice operations and uniform passage to the 
limit. Then a necessary and sufficient condition for a
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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function f in J to be in $.) is that» whatever the
points X» 7 in X and whatever the positive number e, there
exists a function f obtained by applying the lattice oper-
tions alone to ^  and such that
IfCx) - ^3jyCx)l < e and lf(y) - f^(y) I < e.
Proof : Let f belong to $e)» then there exists a
sequence of functions (f^) in oL,( &) such that (f^) — > f
uniformly. This implies that for x, y in X, there exist
a natural number n such that If(x) - f_(x)l < e andn
lf(y) - f^(y)l < e.
Conversely, let 3 « (zlf(z) - f (z) < c}, where
y  x y
X is fixed. Q, is open since f and f ^  are continuous 7 3cy
which implies f - f ^  is continuous, also
- oo< (f - f^[G ] < E, which implies (f - f , e)^  y xy
is open but (f - f )" (-m , e) * G therefore, G is open.x y  y  y
By hypothesis x and y are in G^, so that the union of all
the sets G^ is the entire spaoe X. Since X is compact,
there exists a finite number of points, y^, ..., y^y such
that the union of the sets G_ , ..., G_ is still the en-
^1 ?n
tire space X. Let g^ » f ^  U f ^ ^  U ... U f ^  . This
inqplies that for any z in X there exists a natural number 
k such that z is in G which implies
g^(z) > f ^  (z) > f(z) - e.
Ve also have, since x is fixed, that
f Cx) < fCx) + e
x y
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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which implies that g^(%) < f i x )  + e since all the (x) <
f(x) ♦ c hy the way the f _  's were chosen. We now work in
a similar manner with the functions Let
* Czl6ĵ (z)lgĵ Cz) < f(z) + e}. X is in so that the 
union of all the sets is the entire space I. The sets 
are open by using the same reasoning as was used on the 
sets Gy. Since X is compact, there exists points x̂ ,̂ 
x^ such that the union of the sets , ..., is still
the entire space X. Let
h « g^^ n ... n g^.
Then we see that for any z in X we have z in for a
suitable choice of k and hence
h(z) < g^(z) < f(z) + c.
Now since we have that
g^(z) > f(z) - e 
for all x and all z , we then have 
h(z) > f(z) - c 
for all z. Therefore, we have lf(z) - h(z)l < e for all z 
in X. Now since only the lattice operations have been used 
in constructing the functions g^ and h from the functions 
f^, these functions are all in Therefore f is in
Prom theorem 5 we have the following corollaries: 
Corollary 1; If jP* has the property that, whatever
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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the points z, 7 with z / 7 , in Z and whatever the real num­
bers a and 3, there ezists a function in 5L for which 
f^(z) « a and ^^(7 ) ■ 3» then K. (5L) • Î  . In other words, 
an7 continuous function on X can be uniforml7 approzimated 
b7 lattice pol7nomials in functions belonging to the pre­
scribed famil7 3 .̂
Proof : Let f belong to $  . Let z, 7 be any two
points in X such that z / 7 . f(z) and f(7 ) are real num­
bers, therefore there ezists a function f^ in 3^ such that 
f^(z) - f(z) and f^Cy) - fCy) which implies that 
If^(z) - f(z)l < e and lfQ(7 ) - f(7 )l < c which, by theorem 
5, iaç>lies f is in ^ ( $ ^ ) ,
Corollar7 2 : If a continuous real function f on a
compact space X is the limit of a monotonie sequence (f^) of 
continuous functions, then the sequence converges unlforml7 
to f.
Proof : Let be the totality of functions occur­
ring in the sequence (f^). Then ^,( ̂ ) « 3^ since mono- 
ticity implies that f^ U f̂  ̂coincides with one of the two 
functions f^ and f̂  ̂while f^ n f̂  ̂coincides with the other. 
Prom the hypothesis we know that
lim f (z) - f(z) 
n ->00
for every z, which shows that the condition of theorem 5 
is satisfied. Hence f is in ^ ( %) .
Theorem 5 tells us that whether a given function f
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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can be approximated in terms of the prescribed family 31» 
is dependent on the way in which f and 32# behave on pairs 
of points in X. By using the notation %(x, y) and 
3co (z, y)e as defined in the introduction» we can restate 
theorem 5 in the following form: If f is in % » then f
is in #L( $#) if and only if
(f(x), f(y)) is in Jj^x, y)* 
for every pair of distinct points x, y in X.
Theorem 6 ; Let X be a compact space, 3E the family 
of continuous functions on X» and 3L a subfamily of 22 which 
is closed under the lattice operations and uniform passage 
to the limit. Then SL completely characterized by the 
system of planar sets £»(x, y)* » 2̂ (x, y).
Proof : Our hypothesis that 2L " ^  shows that
y) has y)$ as its closure. Let us siq»pose
that
g. - tea.) =2
and that ^(x, y)* ■ ^(x, y)* for all pairs of points 
X» y in X. Then the conditions for f in 3  to belong to %  
are identical with those for it to belong hence 3L  an& 
^  coincide.
In view of the equations for f U g and f n g, which 
express the lattice operations in terms of the linear oper­
ations and the single operation of forming the absolute 
value, we may take the specified algebraic operations to
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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be simply addition, multiplication by real numbers, and for­
mation of absolute values. The family of all func­
tions which can be constructed frt>m 3̂  in 3̂  by applica­
tion of the lattice operations and uniform passage to the 
limit is still obtainable in two steps, the first being 
algebraic and the second by uniform passage to the limit.
As shown in theorems ? and 4 , is closed under the
operations used to generate it.
The follotring theorem is an analog of the results 
contained in theorems $ and 6 .
Theorem 7 : Let X be a compact space, $  the family
of all continuous real (necessarily bounded) functions on 
I, an arbitrary subfamily of 3? » and «[( the family 
of all functions (necessarily continuous) generated from 
by the linear lattice operations and uniform passage to the 
limit. Then a necessary and sufficient condition for a 
function f in J? to be in oC(3^) is that f satisfy every 
linear relation of the form ag(x) - Pg(y), oP > 0 , which 
is satisfied by all functions in If j&is a closed
linear sublattice of 3P —  that is, if 9L " ^ ( . % )  —  then 
is characterized by the system of all the linear rela­
tions of this form which are satisfied by every function be­
longing to it. The linear relations associated with an ar­
bitrary pair of points x, y in X must be equivalent to one 
of the following distinct types:
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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(1) g(x) ■ 0 and g(y) ■ 0;
(2) g(x) ■ 0 and g(y) nnreatricted, or vice versa;
(3) g(x) • g(y) without restriction on the common 
value;
(4) g(x) • Xg(y) or g(y) - lg(x) for a unique 
value X, 0 < X < 1.
Proof : Suppose the functions in 3^ satisfy the
relation af(x) • Pf(y) for all f in 3L. Then we will 
show that the functions in &) satisfy the same relation.
Let f and g belong to 92» » then af(x) ■ Pf(y) and 
ttg(x) - Pg(y) where aP > 0. Prom this it is obvious that 
o(f(x) + g(x)) - P(f(y) ♦ g(y)), o(6f(x)) • P(6f(y)) where 
t is real, and alf(x) ♦ g(x)l ■ Plf(y) + g(y)|. Prom this 
it is seen that if f is in (%), then *f(x) » Pf(y) for 
aP > 0. Let f belong to oL(3^) then there exists a se­
quence of functions (f^) in i,(3o) such that (f^) — > £  
uniformly. This implies that (f^(x)) — » f(x) and 
(fn^y)) —>• f(y). Since f^ is in for each n, then
af^(x) - Pf^(y), and since a(f^(x)) — »of(x) and 
PCfn^y)) — >Pf(y), then for c > 0 there exists a natural
number H such that if n > N then iof^(x) - af(x)l < e and-** n
IPfĵ (y) - Pf(y)l < e. Therefore,
laf(x) - Pf(y)l - lof(x) - of^(x) + Pf^(y) - Pf(y)l
— lof(x) - af^(x) I + iPfĵ (y) - Pf(y)l
<2e.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Therefore, af(x) • Pf(y).
Let 'Si - «(.( 3L). Since ie closed under the
lattice operations and uniform passage to the limit, then 'Q# 
is. Therefore theorem 6 will be used to prove this theorem. 
The planar set ?^(x, 7 ), where x and y are arbitrary points 
in Z, must be the entire plane, a straight line throu|^ the 
origin, or the one-point set consisting of the origin alone. 
This appears at once when we observe that if
(a» P) c ^%x, y),
then there exists a function f in such that f (x) « a
and f(y) « P. But since f is in then If is in 3 e
and Xf(x) « Xa and Xf(y) - XP which implies that (x«, XP)
is in ^ ( x ,  y) for every X. We also have that if (a, P)
and (y, 6) are in 'SlCx, y), then there exist two func­
tions f and g such that f(x) ■ a, f(y) « P, g(x) - y , and 
g(y) ■ 6. Since f and g are in then f + g is in
and (f 4- g)(x) - a + Y and (f ♦ g)(y) » P + 6 which implies
that ( a + Y, P + &) i* la 'SlCx, y). Prom this we see 
that iSlCx, y) is a closed subset of the plane, and we have 
'3̂ (x, y) » 1^(x, y)*. When '^x, y) is a straight line
through the origin, we write its equation as » Pa and 
observe that
(P, o) e lEKx, y).
Since ^  is closed under the operations of forming absolute 
values, we see that
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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(IPI, loi ) e ^(x, y).
Therefore by using the equation for ^(x, y) we get oS « Px 
which implies olPI - Plol which iiqplies oPiPI - P^lol > 0  
which implies that oP > 0 . When '^(x, y) consists of the 
origin alone, we have the case enumerated as (l) in the 
statement of the theorem. When ^(x, y) is a straight 
line through the origin we have case (2) if it coincides 
with one of the coordinate axes, case (3) if it coincides 
with the bisector of the angle between the positive coordi­
nate axes, and case (4) otherwise. When ^(x, y) is the 
entire plane, there is no corresponding linear relation, of 
course. Theorem 6 shows that ^  is characterized by the 
sets
19l,(x, y) « 'Ĵ Cx, y)*
In other words that f in 3 belongs to * oC( jf») if and 
only if
(f(x), f(y)) € y) for all x, y.
Since 3^ ^  , it is clear that the conditions thus im­
posed on the functions in are satisfied by the
functions in % .
From this theorem we obtain the following corol­
laries.
Corollary 1; In order that contain a
nonvanishing constant function, it is necessary and suf­
ficient that the only linear relations of the form
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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ag(x) « Pg(y); op > Of satisfied by every function in %  
be those reducible to the form g(x) « g(y).
Proof: It is obvious that of conditions (l)-(4) in
Theorem 7, only condition (3) can be satisfied by a non- 
vanishing constant function.
Corollary 2 : In order that "i. ( &) - $  f it is
sufficient that the functions in ^  satisfy no linear rela­
tion of the form (l)-(4) of Theorem 7.
Proof : If every function in satisfied any of the
relations (l)-(4), then by Theorem 7 every function in 
would satisfy the same relation which would imply every 
function in $  would satisfy the same relation which is a 
contradiction. Therefore the corollary holds.
In order to state a further corollary, we first in­
troduce a convenient definition.
Definition : A family of arbitrary functions on a
domain X is said to be a separating family (for that do­
main) if, whenever x and y are distinct points in I, there 
is some function f in the family with distinct values fCx), 
f(y) at these points.
Corollary 3 ; If X is contact and if is a sepa­
rating family for X and contains a nonvanishing constant 
function, then ($) - $  .
Proof ; Since 2» contains a nonvanishing constant 
function, the only conditions of (l)-(4) satisfied by
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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every function in 3^ are those of the form (3) because of 
Corollary 1. But since 3L is a separating family, no 
linear relation of the form g(x) • g(y), where x / y, is 
satisfied by every function in . Therefore, from 
Corollary 2 we obtain the desired results.
Corollary 4 ; If 31 is a separating family, then so 
is 5  • If 2  is a separating family and î») - $  , 
then Jo is also a separating family.
Proof: Gl is a separating family implies «(.(ü) is
a separating family and <= jP . Therefore, J  is a
separating family. Ô^C jl) ■ jP implies that jL is not sub­
ject to conditions (l)-(4) which iiq>lies is not subject 
to condition (3) which iiq^lies is a separating family.
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SECTION 2
LINEAB RING POEMUIATIONS QF THE GENERALIZE]) THEOREK AND 
THE CHARACTERIZATION 0? CLOSED IDEALS
As stated In the introduction, in this section we 
will treat the family of all continuous functions on a com­
pact domain I, as a linear ring. By definition a linear 
ring is an algebra. The ring operations for $  will be the 
addition and multiplication of functions and the scalar 
multiplication will be multiplication by real numbers. By 
use of Theorem 3 it is an easy proof to show that ^  is a 
linear ring. Since by Theorem 1 we know that all functions 
in are bounded, the material in the introduction applies 
to this section.
In order to prove the principal theorem of this 
section, we will introduce and prove the following theorem.
Theorem 6 : If e is any positive number and [o, P]
any real interval, then there ezists a polynomial p(ç) in 
the real variable ç with p(o) * 0 such that I ?l - p(ç)l < e 
for a < 5 < P.
Proof : If S « 0 is not in the given interval [a, P],
then we can take p ( ç ) * ç i f ç > 0  and p(?) « -5 if Ç < 0 
and then we are done. If 0 is in the interval [a, P] then 
there is no loss of generality in confining our attention to 
intervals of the form [-Y, y3 where y > 0, since the given
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interval [a, p] can be included in an interval of this form 
by letting y > max. It is also sufficient to study only the 
case of the interval [-1, 1] since, if q(^), q(o) » 0, is a 
polynomial such that
II Til - q(n)l < e/Y 
for -1 < T| < 1, then
p(Ç) - YqCeA)* p(0) ■ 0, 
is a polynomial such that II gl - p(s)l I € for ~Y < 5 < Y.
To see this, note that each ç in [-Y, y3 can be expressed in 
the form yti, for -1 < n < 1, which imqplies ti » ç/y. There­
fore II Til - q(n)l < e/Y ia^lies that II ç/y I - q(Ç/v which 
ingplies yIIÇ/yI - q(§/Y)l < e which implies, since y > 0, 
that llçl - Yq(Ç/Y)l < e and since p(ç) ■ YqCÇ/v), then for 
each Ç in Cy» y1» Ifel - p(ç)l < c and p(0) » 0.
We shall obtain the desired polynomial q for the in­
terval -1 < Ti < 1 as a partial sum of the power series de- 
velopment for /I - Ç where ç • 1 - ti .
We will begin by defining a sequence of constants 
recursively from the relations
“i ■ &
“k ■ ? * =2*k-2+ • • • ♦ =k-l=l)
It is obvious that a. > 0, Putting
n
- : =k'
we can show inductively that o^ < 1. We have * ^ < 1,
We assume < 1, which implies
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n * l , , n+1 i+j-k ,
®n+l - *1 + kf2 «k " Z  + 2  kf2 . ^i,j>l
t^e
i.d-1
i  £  CL,Oi. < + o^) <  1 ,^ 4.4.1 1 j - ^ a
ODAccordingly the positive term series converges to a
sum o satisfying the inequality o < 1; and the power series
converges uniformly for Ixl < 1  to a continuous function 
o(x). To identify the function o(x) with the function 
1 - /I - X, we prove that o(x), like 1 - /I - x, is a solu­
tion of the equation f(x)(2 - f(x)) ■ x. Looking at the 
partial sums of the power series for o(x), we observe that
(,£.a.x^)(2 - .£^*4%^) - 2£ OLX^ - £ a.a.xi-l i 1 k - 1 ^  i,j.l ^ J
1+j
Z Z a ^  -  -
k<i,jci ^ J
i+j>n+l
X T  V..xi+j
i<i,JOl ^ ^
in accordance with the definition of the coefficients oĉ .
The final term here can now be estimated as follows:
i+j>n+l j.u i+j>n+l 00 i+j«k
I T  a . a . x ^  <  %  0 ^0 . <  £  £  * . a .  <
l<i,jci ^  ̂ ^  ̂” k.n+1 i,j >1  ̂ ”
"  CD2 £ o, .
k*n+l *
As n tends towards infinity» this term tends towards zero, 
and passage to the limit in the identity above accordingly
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yields the relation a(x)(2 - a(x)) ■ x. Therefore, for
each X such that -1 < x < 1, we have o(x) ■ 1 _+ /I - x.
Here we decide upon the choice of sign hy sho%ring that
o(x) < 1 is an inequality incompatible with the positive
sign. It is evident that a(l) « 1, independently of the
00
choice of sign, and hence that ■ o(l) • 1. Inas­
much as is positive, it follows that o(x) < o(lxl) < 
o(l) - 1, as we intended to show. It is now clear that
the power series for /Ï - x is given by
/I - X - 1 - a ( x ) « 1 -
Taking tj so that -1 < n < I* we have 0 < 1 - n < 1 and
hence
!nl - - 1 - o(l - tî ) . ^ ^ 0^(1 - (l -
the series being uniformly convergent. The general term 
of this series is a polynomial in t| which vanishes for 
T) « 0. Hence we can take a suitable one of its partial 
sums as the required polynomial qCn), conqpleting the proof.
The next theorem is the principal result concerning 
the generalization of the Veierstrass theorem for the 
linear ring operations.
Theorem 9 : Let Z be a compact space, $  the family
of all continuous real functions on I, an arbitrary sub­
family of ^  t and (&) the family of all functions (neces­
sarily continuous) generated from 3k  by the linear-ring 
operations and uniform peissage to the limit. Then a
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necessary and sufficient condition for a function f in ̂  
to be in is that f satisfy every linear relation of
the form g(x) • 0 or g(x) - g(y) which is satisfied by all
functions in If ^  is a closed linear subring of 3Î —
that is, if 5L ■ M.(JÈ ) —  then ^  is characterized by the 
system of all linear relations of this kind which are satis­
fied by every function belonging to it. In other words, 3L 
is characterized by the partition of X into mutually dis­
joint closed subsets on each of which every function in 
is constant and by the specification of that one, if any, 
of these subsets on which every function in 3^ vanishes.
Proof : Since X is coBçpact, the functions in
are bounded. Let f belong to then f is bounded.
This implies there exists numbers a and 3 such that
a < f(x) < 3 for all x in X. B j the preceding theorem,
we can find a polynomial p^(g) such that II g I - p^(g)l < ^
for a < g < 3 where p(0) • 0. It is clear that p^(f) is
in !<(( since p^(f) is linear combinations of f and
is closed under the algebraic operations. Since
a < f(x) < 3 and MçI - p^(g)I < i for a < g < 3, then
llf(x) I - p_(f(x))l < i  for all X in X. Hence If I is the zi n
uniform limit of the functions p^(f). Referring to the 
formulas max(g, n) ■ l/2(g + I g - tj!) and minCg, ti) ■
l/2(g + n - Is - ql), connecting the operations U and n 
with the operations of forming the absolute value, we now
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see that vrtienever f and g are in XC(£)f then so also are 
f U g and f n g. But this implies K.(^) ia closed under 
the linear lattice operations as well as under the ring 
operations and uniform passage to the limit. Therefore the 
characterization of closed linear sublattices of $ , as 
stated in Theorem 7, applies to"U.(^). It is easy to see 
that none of the characteristic linear relations can be of 
type (4 ) described there, since, if every function in 14(3^ 
were to satisfy a linear relation of the form g(x) « YgCy)» 
we would find for every f in %((%) that, f^ being also in 
"U. ( ), the relations
f(x) - Xf(y) and f^A) ■ Xf^(y) hold. These inrply 
X^f^(y) • Xf^(y) a#d we conclude that f(y) ■ 0 for every f 
in or that X -0, 1. Thus we conclude that f is in
if and only if it satisfies all the linear rela­
tions g(x) - 0 or g(x) ■ g(y) satisfied by every function 
in SL .
The first characterization of the closed linear sub- 
rings of $ given in the statement of the theorem follows 
immediately. As to the second characterization, we remark 
first that the relation = defined by putting x s y if and 
only if f(x) ■ f(y) for all f in is obviously an equiva­
lence relation in X; x # y iiQ>lies x » y; x * y implies 
y a x; x = y and y = z iaq)lies x = z. Consequently, X is 
partitioned by this equivalence relation into mutually
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disjoint subsets, each a maximal set o f mutually equivalent 
elements. The set of all points y such that x « y is just 
that member of the partition which contains z. Since this 
set is the intersection or common part of all the sets
« (y; f(x) - f(y)) 
for the various functions f in 3̂  and since each set 
is closed by virtue of the continuity of f, we see that the 
equivalence class containing x is closed. If x and y are 
in distinct partition classes, then there exists a function 
f in if, such that f(x) / f(y), since otherwise we would 
have X s y and the two given partition classes could not he 
distinct. If a partition class contains a single point x 
such that f(x) - 0 for every f in 9?» » then all its points 
obviously have this property. On the other hand, at most 
one partition class can contain such a point since, if x and 
y are points such that f(x) ■ 0, f(y) « 0 for every f in 3*. 
then f(x) = f(y) for every f in x s y, and x and y are
in the same partition class.
We cannot expect that an arbitrary partition of X 
into mutually disjoint closed subsets can be derived in the 
manner just described from some closed linear subring So 
of $  . However, partitions obtained from distinct closed 
linear subrings are necessarily distinct-except in the case 
where one subring consists of all the functions in 3^ which 
are constant on each partition class and the other consist5
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of all those functions which are in the first subring and in 
addition vanish on one specified partition class. Thus we 
see that a closed linear subrlzxg is specified by the parti­
tion of X into the closed subsets on each of which all its 
members are constant and the specification of that particu­
lar partition class, if any, on which all its members van­
ish.
From this theorem we have the following useful 
corollaries.
Corollary 1 : In order that %(.( $0 ) contain a non­
vanishing constant function, it is necessary and suffi­
cient that for every x in X there exists some f in So 
such that f(x) / 0.
Proof : The corollary is an immediate consequence
of theorem 9.
Corollary 2 : If 3̂  is a separating family for X,
then L C ( e i t h e r  coincides with 5  or is, for a uniquely 
determined point x^, the family of all functions f in $ 
such that f(x^) ■ 0. Conversely, if $  is a separating 
family for X, and either coincides with 9  or is th":
family of all those f in $ which vanish at some fixed 
point x^ in X, then is a separating family.
Proof : If $0 is a separating family, so also are }
and $  . Hence the partition classes associated with 
must each consist of a single point. It follows that
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must be as Indicated. Conversely, when is a separa­
ting family and 1A.( 5 D  1# as stated, then is a sepa­
rating family. If it were not, every f in "U.( jSL) would 
vanish at some point x^; and there would exist distinct 
points X and y in I such that f^(x) ■ f^Cy) for every f^ 
in IX. ( 9^). Consider now an arbitrary function f in ^  . 
Clearly, the function f^ defined by putting
f (z) • f(z) - f(x ) o o
is continuous and vanishes at x^. Thus f^ is in TX ( $#), 
the equation f^Cx) - f^Cy) is verified, and in consequence 
f(x) ■ f(y). Thus we find that f(x) « f(y) for every f in 
, against hypothesis. Since 14,(3?*) is a separating 
family, ^  must be also. Otherwise, of course, there would 
exist distinct points x, y in X such that f^(x) * f^Cy) for 
every in  SL i and then the equation fCx) « f(y) would
hold for every f in TX(3&) contrary to what was just estab­
lished.
for the next two theorems, we will think of 3t as 
a lattice, that is the only operations we will take into 
consideration will be the operations U and f). Ve will de­
fine an ideal as follows.
Definition: Jo is an ideal of IB , if Ê» is a non­
void subclass of J  and if f, g are in 9^ and h is in
then f U g and f fl h are in 3?» .
The second condition of this definition is equivalent
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to the requirement that %  should contain h whenever it con­
tains f  and f(z) > h(z) for every x. This is true since on 
the one hand if f(x) > h(x) for all x» then f n h » h, and 
on the other hand, f > f n h for all h. Therefore, h is inÎ..
We now have the first theorem stating the charac­
terizations of the closed ideals in 3  .
Theorem 10; Let $  be the lattice of all continuous 
real functions on a compact space I, 3» an arbitrary sub­
family of , fg the extended-real function defined on X
through the equation P (x) ■ sup f(x), and ISL the family of
f e
all those functions f in $  such that f(x) < P^Cx) for evei'y 
X in X. When 31 is void, P^Cx) - -oo for every x and ^  is 
void. Otherwise, ^  is the smallest closed ideal contain­
ing 3L* further, 31 is a closed ideal if and only if 
31 * ^ . A closed ideal i® characterized by the asso­
ciated function Pq .
Proof; As indicated in the theorem, we permit + co 
and - 00 to appear as values of P^, when necessary. Suppose 
îo i® void, this inqplies that P^Cx) » - oo since if P(x) >
- 00, then there would exist a function f such that FV(x) >0 —
f(x) which would iaq?ly that f(x) belongs to , which is a 
contradiction since &  is void. P^Cx) ■ - oo implies 3« i® 
void since if 3L i® not void, there exists a function f in 3 
such that f(x) < P^Cx) which implies f(x) < - cc which is a
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contradiction. Suppose %  is not void; then there exists 
an f in 9̂  such that f(x) > -oo which implies there exists a 
g in $  such that g(x) < f(x) which img^lies g(x) < F^Cx) 
which implies g is in . Suppose is a closed ideal.
By Theorem S, ^  is characterised by the set %ix, y)a as 
a closed sublattice of $  . First of all, it is evident 
that 3^(x, y) and hence also its closure %(x, y)« must 
be contained in the set of points (a, B) such that a < F^Cx) 
and B < P^(x). Let e > 0, then there exist functions f and 
g in such that f(x) > F^(x) - e and g(y) > F^Cy) - e for 
any prescribed pair of points x, y in X. The function 
h " f U g is in the ideal 9k and satisfies the relations
h(x) > f(x) > F^(x) - e and h(y) > g(y) > F^(y) - e.
Thus (h(x), h(y)) is a point in y) and
lh(x) - F^(x)l < e and lh(y) - P^(y)I < e, 
so that (P^(x), FgCy)) is in 9^(x, y)e which implies 
(F^(x ), F^(y)) is a limit point of 9^(x, y).
How we establish the fact that f is in 9k when 
f(x) < F^(x) for every x. Let f^ be the function in % de­
fined by putting
fg(x) » f(x) - e, c > 0.
If X, y are arbitrary points in X, and h in such that
h(x) > fg(x) • f(x) - e, h(y) > fgCy) - e,
then the function f - h n f belongs to the ideal $0xy E
and has the property that
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B j Theorem 5 we conclude that f la the uniform limit of 
functions In the closed Ideal and hence that f Itself is 
In 91 . We have now shown that 3» <= 3^ . Since ^  c  ̂  
by construction, we conclude that 3L " 19» under the present 
hypothesis.
Returning to the case where jL Is an arbitrary non- 
void family, we consider a closed Ideal containing 32» . 
Evidently has an associated function such that 
P^(x) > FqCx) for every x. Otherwise, If P^(x) < P^Cx) 
for some x, then there would exist a function f In &  such 
that P^(x) < f(x) < Pq(x) which would Imply 3L la not In 
$ 2* which Is contrary to hypothesis. Prom the fact then, 
that P^(x) > Pjj(x) for every x, we can conclude that
K  ■ 3 ,  = 3 .
Therefore ^  Is the smallest closed Ideal containing 3» . 
With this the proof of the theorem Is coiqplete.
Next we shall consider the case where 31 Is treated 
as a linear lattice, the algebraic operations allowed In­
cluding the linear operations as well as the two lattice 
operation. Here an Ideal Is to be defined as a nonvoid 
class closed under the allowed algebraic operations and en­
joying the additional property that It contains with f every 
g such that
lg(x)l < |f(x)l
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for all X.
Theorem 11: Let $  be the linear lattice of all the
continuous real functions on a compact space I, let be an 
arbitrary nonvoid subfamily of 2  , let be the closed set 
of all those points x at which every function f in 9L van­
ishes, and let be the family of those functions f in J
which vanish at every point of Then is the smallest
closed ideal containing S L ;and ^  is a closed ideal if and 
only if " 3 o  • A closed ideal is characterized by 
the associated closed set in particular, 3^ » ^  ■ Î 
if and only if is void.
Proof ; It is evident that is a closed ideal con­
taining i  . For example, if f is in % a n d  lg(x)( < IfCx)' 
for every x, then g vanishes everywhere on and therefore 
belongs to ^ . If is a closed ideal we can show that 
“ 19l • To do so we refer to Theorem 7 and consider 
what linear relations of the form indicated there can be 
satisfied by every function in ^  . Obviously the pairs of 
points X, y which have one or both members in are of no 
further interest, as the corresponding linear conditions are 
those of types (l) and (2), the effect of which has already 
been taken into account through the introduction of the 
closed set I^. Turning to the case where x and y are dis­
tinct points not in I^, we first remark that If we have 
f(x) ■ f(y) for every f in jp , then no effective restriction
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is iaqplied by the linear relation corresponding to the pair 
of points in question. Assuming therefore that g is a func­
tion in J with g(x) / g(y), we may suppose without loss of 
generality that g(x) ■ 1, g(y) - 0, for we may replace g If 
necessary by the function h defined through the equation
for all z in X. Since x is not in there is a function f 
in $0 such that f(x) / 0. Ve may suppose without loss of 
generality that f(x) > 1 for we may replace f is necessary 
by the function h » of with a suitable value of a. The 
function h ■ IfI 0 jgj is now seen to be in the ideal 
and to satisfy the equations h(x) « 1, h(y) « 0. Accor­
dingly, no linear relation of the type (5) or type (4) is 
satisfied by h. Hence the linear relations which charac­
terize ^  as a closed linear sublattice of ^  reduce effec­
tively to those implicit in the statement that every func­
tion in îft vanishes throughout X^, It follows that ,
Obviously if is an arbitrary nonvoid family and is
a closed ideal containing iE« , then the associated closed 
set X^ is part of X^; and => 3 o  • This completes
the proof of the theorem.
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CHAPTER III 
TWO CLASSICAL PROOFS OP THE VEIERSTRASS 
APPROXIMATION THEOREM
#Definition: Let f be a function with domain I ■
[0, 1] and range in R. The n Bernstein polynomial for f 
is defined to be
(1) B^(x) . B^(x; f) - j^5^f(lc/n)(J)r^(l -
Bernstein Approximation Theorem: Let f be contin­
uous on I with values in R. Then the sequence of Bernstein 
polynomials for f, as defined above, converges uniformly on 
I to f.
Proof: The Binomial Theorem asserts that
(s * t)“ .
If we let s « X and t ■ 1 - x we obtain
Multiplying this equation by f(x) we get
f(%) -
Therefore, we obtain the relation
f(x) . B^(x) - J„tf(i) - f(k/n)}(J)x^(l - x)=-k 
from which it follows that
(2) lf(x) - B^(x)l < ^g^lf(x) - f(k/n)l(g)x^(l - x)=-'', 
Now f is bounded, sê r by M, and also uniformly continuous.
Note that if k is such that k/n is near x, then the corres­
ponding term in the sum (2) is small because of the continui'^y
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of f at x; on the other hand, if k/n is far from x, the fac­
tor involving f can only be said to be less than 2K and any 
samllness must arise from the other factors. Ve are led, 
therefore, to break (2) into two parts; those values of k 
where x - k/n is small and those for which x - k/n is large.
Let e > 0 and let 6 be as in the definition of uni­
form continuity for f. It truns out to be convenient to 
choose n so large that
(3) n > sup{6”^, M^/e^}, 
and break (2) into two sums. The sum taken over those k for 
which Ix - k/n I < n”^ ^  < 6 yields the estimate
L G (g)xk(l _ < G J i C p X ^ ^ C l  - x)^-^ - G.
The sum taken over those k for which Ix - k/n I > , thar
is, (x - k/m) > n~^^, can be estimated by using the for­
mula
(l/n)x(l - %) . - k/n)^(g)x^(l - x)^-k.
?or this part of the sum in (2) we obtain the upper bound
E 2M(?)x>'(l - x)=-k . 2K S (?)x^Cl - x:=-%
k ^ k (x - l e J n r  ^
< 2M /n J ^ ( x  - k/n)2(J)x^(l - x)*'*
< 2K /n {l/nx(l - x)} < -Ü—  ,-  2/n"
since x(l - x) < 1/4 on the interval I. Recalling the de­
termination (3) for n, we conclude that each of these two 
parts of (2) is bounded above by c. Hence, for n chosen in
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(3) we have
1f(x) - B^(x)I < 2e,
Independently of the value of x. This shows that the se­
quence (b^) converges uniformly on I to f.
Veierstrass Approximation Theorem; Let f be a con­
tinuous function on a compact interval of H and with values 
in R. Then f can be uniformly approximated by polynomials.
Proof : If f is defined on [a, b], then the function 
g defined on I - CO, 1] by
g(t) ■ f((b - a)t + a), t in I, 
is continuous. Hence g can be uniformly approximated by 
Berstein polynomials and a simple change of varialbe yields 
a polynomial approximation to f. Ve have lg(t) - B^(t)I < e 
for 0 < t < 1. Since x « (b - a)t + a, then t - ^ “ h ' 
Therefore
- S C | - ^ )  and 0 < < 1.
Prom this we see that
i f w  - ■ I
The following proof of the Veierstrass Theorem is attributed 
to Landau.
Proof : To prove this, we assume that the interval
a < X < b lies wholly in the interior of the interval 
0 < X < 1; thus, two numbers a and P may be found with 
0 < a < a < b < 3 < l .  Ve may suppose that the function 
f(x), which is by assujqption continuous in the interval
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a < X < bf has been extended continuously to the entire in­
terval a < X < P.
Let us now consider the integral
3 n
Jn • /q Ci - v^) dv.
Now, if 6 is a fixed number in the interval 0 < 6 < 1, and 
if we set
Jj - /^Cl - v^)“dv,
we assert that _
J:lim ■ 0, 
n -»oo n
which means that for sufficiently large n the integral from 
0 to & forms the dominant part of the whole integral from 0 
to 1. In fact, for n > 1,
Jn > • n - T T  »
jJ - /̂ (i - v^)^dv < (i - 6^Mi - e) < (i -
^2 < (n + 1(1 - 6^)
n
and hence
lim -p“ » 0. 
a ->00 n
We now assume a < x < b and from the expressions
P„(x) ■ ( n . l .  2,
“ l { ( l  -  u2)*du
which are polynomials in x of degree 2n whose coefficients
are quotients of definite integrals. We shall show that
they afford the desired approximation.
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By making the substitution u ■ ▼ x we find for the 
numerator
/gf(u)[l - (u - x)2] du • + x)Cl - v^3 dv
- * 4  * 4 ' "
- Il + I2 + ^3»
where the positive number 6 in the interval 0 < 6 < 1 will
be suitably fixed later. The integral Ig may be trans­
formed to
%2 ■ f(x) /gCl - v^) dv + /^[f(v + x) - f(x)](l - v^) dv
- 2f(x)(j^ - J*) + ^Cf(v + x) - f(x)](l - v^) dv. 
Because of the uniform continuity of f(x) in the interval 
a < X < P it is possible, for arbitrarily small e > 0, to 
choose a 6 -  6(c) in the interval 0 < 6 < 1, depending 
only on Cf such that, for Ivl < 6  and a < x < b,
!f(v - x) - f(x)l < e. It then follows that
l/|Cf(v + x) - f(x)](l - v^) dvi < E £̂ (.1 - v^) dv
-  ® {J(l - v2)*dv
- 2eJĵ .
Furthermore, if M is the maximum of lf(x)l for a < x < P 
we obtain
llll|< M (1 - v^)^dv . KjJ,
II3I < M /J (1 - v^)^dv - MjJ.
Therefore, since the denominator in P^(x) is equal to 2J^,
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V,
|P_(x) - f(z)l < 2K 3  + e.
Since lim " 0, the right side may be made less than
2e by a suitable choice of n; thus f(z) is indeed approxi­
mated by P^(x) uniformly in the interval & < % < b.
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